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Jin Kou Enterprise Co., Ltd. by Naiwen Chang, Fastener World

Professional Quick Release Pins, Positive Locking Pins, Ball Lock 
Pins, Plunger, Lanyard Manufacturers

Jin Kou Enterprise Co., Ltd. is specialized in manufacturing quick release pins, positive locking pins, ball lock pins, plungers, 
lanyard and special screws. With years of effort, Jin Kou has become an industry-leading manufacturer and has all of its 
products manufactured in Taiwan and exported to USA, Europe and Asia. The insistence of Jin Kou on offering high-quality 
products at reasonable prices allowed the company to win recognition and orders from many world leading brands. In addition to 
manufacturing standard parts, Jin Kou also accepts ODM/OEM orders. 

Adopting CATIA Software to Help Create 3D Simulation in Order to Achieve Zero-Defect Production 
In terms of product drawings and communication with customers, Jin Kou adopts CATIA software to create 3D simulation, 

which ensures the accurate simulation of product details. By incorporating such 3D technology and assembly, Jin Kou can quickly 
supply the optimal products to customers and reduce the extra manufacturing cost. Moreover, Jin Kou has excellent capabilities 
for CNC machining, milling, and boring technology, as well as the specialty of research and design. The high-quality products 
manufactured this way can definitely satisfy all customers’ requests.

Various Int’l Certificates and Globally Recognized Quality 
Established in 2006, Jin Kou continues to improve its manufacturing procedures, develop new products, accumulate experience 

in collaboration with int’l customers and enhance its strength. Nowadays, it has become a leading manufacturer and exporter 
of quick release pins, positive locking pins, ball lock pins, plunger, lanyard and special screws in Taiwan. Jin Kou has been also 
certified to ISO9001, RoHS, CE, SGS, AFAQ and German TÜV. It continues to improve quality and technology to a better level 
in order to ensure the most excellent product supply to its customers. 

Contact : Mr. Jim Liao         E-Mail : info@jinkou.com.tw

Multiple Specifications & Categories to Satisfy Demands of Various Customers
In its 7,200 net sq. m. modern facility, Jin Kou specializes in manufacturing pins and screws in various specifications and 

materials. With a complete range of products available in all specifications, it is able to offer the most professional advice and 
adjust design based upon needs of different industries. For example, the quick release pins and plungers are commonly used by 
end-users, so their design must be quite ergonomic and correspond with the habits of users. With the adjustment and professional 
advice of Jin Kou, all customers could get the answers that finally solve their problems. 

Diversifying the Product Range and Extending the Reach into Emerging Markets 
In addition to product diversification, Jin Kou has also had its manufacturing procedures fully integrated according to 

customers’ demands. Jin Kou has confidence in satisfying customers’ demands and offering a complete range of service and 
smooth communication for the sake of mutual benefit between the company and customers. The current major markets of Jin 
Kou include Europe, Asia, Australia, and USA. In terms of the corporate management in the future, Jin Kou expects that it can 
establish contact with new customers and tap into emerging markets and support global buyers with its high & stable quality, 
special and made-to-order products.   


